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Abstrat. We study an automati ontrol problem for the �ltration through anearthy dam, given by ontrolling the boundary onditions, i.e. the level of the reservoirs.We also study an optimal ontrol problem. The ontrol is realized by an automati lawinvolving a Preisah operator of hysteresis. The problem is formulated in a weak sensein the framework of Sobolev spaes. Moreover, we study the ase when the Preisahhysteresis law ollapses to a single thermostati one.

1 Introdution.In this paper we study an automati ontrol problem for a �ltration proess of a uid(typially water) through a porous medium (the so-alled dam problem). Let 
 be theregion oupied by the porous medium, and let u and s be the funtions de�ned on 
�[0; T ℄ representing the pressure of the uid and the saturation of the porous medium. Ourgoal is to optimally drive the quantity f(t) := R
 s(x; t)'(x)dx, where ' is a nonnegativefuntions of L1(
). The quantity f is a weighted average of the saturation inside 
, andmay then be viewed as an information about the amount of water inside the medium.For instane, if ' is the harateristi funtion of a given region inside the dam, thenf is exatly the amount of water at time t inside that region. To realize the goal, wesuppose that we are able to ontrol the boundary datum for the pressure u, whih, inphysially setting, orresponds (via the hydrostati pressure) to the levels of the reservoirssurrounding the dam. Moreover, we are interesting in a automati (feedbak) ontrol, inthe sense that the evolution of the boundary value for pressure depends itself on the



evolution of f . Note that, by its very de�nition, f depends on the saturation s whih,together with the pressure u, depends on the boundary value. The naive idea is thefollowing: if f is too large then the boundary value dereases, and if f is too small thenthe value inreases. To realize suh a feedbak law, we suppose that the boundary valuedepends via an hysteresis relationship on f , and in doing that we also use the physialmeaning of the boundary datum for pressure, i.e. the hydrostati pressure of the reservoirs.The hysteresis relationship we are going to use is the one given by the so-alled Preisahoperator. We reall here that by hysteresis relationship we mean a relation between atime-dependent input and a time-dependent output whih presents a partiular kind ofmemory, the so-alled rate-independent one.In the paper [4℄ (whih reports results of [3℄), the present author has already studieda similar problem, where the hysteresis relationship is given by the so-alled delayed relay(or thermostat). The delayed relay selets only two values, +1 and �1 (or \on/o�")subjet to the evolution of f . Hene, in that ase, evolution of the boundary valuepresents elements of disontinuity in time. The Preisah model is instead a superpositionof in�nitely many weighted thermostats, whih, under general assumption, guarantees theontinuity in time. Hene, in this ase, the automati evolution of the boundary datumis more proportionally sensible to even small variations in the evolution of f .The problem of ontrolling uid ow inside porous media is of ourse of great impor-tane for appliations. For some example of mathematial treatments of suh problems,see for instane Friedman-Yong [12℄, Friedman-Yaniro-Yong [11℄, and, more reently, Ke-lanemer [16℄, Barbu-Marinoshi [5℄.The introdution of hysteresis e�ets in the feedbak laws for automati ontrol pro-esses often seems quite natural and also mandatory in order to prevent undesirablee�ets of the solutions of the problem, suh as highly osillatory behavior. For severalexamples of mathematial treatments of hysteresis automati ontrol problems see alsoFriedman-Ho�mann [10℄, Brokate-Friedman [6℄, Colli-Grasselli-Sprekels [9℄, Grasselli [14℄,Campbell-Maki [7℄, Gatti [13℄, and Cavaterra-Colombo [8℄.As in [4℄, also in this paper, we use the weak formulation of the �ltration problem given(and studied) by Alt-Lukhaus-Visintin [2℄ (see also Alt [1℄). Suh a weak formulationonsists of a variational inequality in some suitable Sobolev spaes, an initial ondition forthe saturation s and a boundary ondition for the pressure u. Of ourse, some onstitutiverelations must be added. In partiular, the model takes aount of a possible apillaritye�et for the �ltration proess. This is done by the use of a onstitutive relation forpressure versus saturation whih allows stritly positive values of saturation even fornegative values of pressure, and moreover by a suitable boundary ondition that foresthe positive part only of the pressure to be equal to the datum. In [2℄ the proof of theexistene of a weak solution is given (see also [4℄).In Setion 3 we address the existene of the solution of the automati ontrol problem(i.e. the variational inequality with a boundary ondition for the pressure whih, bythe automati hysteresis law, depends on f). The main tools are approximation with adelayed argument, ompatness, ontinuity, and a suitable approximation of the set oftest funtions for the variational inequality.In Otto [17℄, uniqueness and stability results for the weak formulation of the �ltrationproess are proved. However, the stability result is given only with respet to the initial



datum for the saturation, i.e. when the boundary datum for pressure does not hange.The main reason for that seems to be the boundary ondition (whih physially takesaount of apillarity e�ets) whih leads to a non good dependene of the set of testfuntions with respet to onvergene of data. It is then lear that the stability resultof Otto is not suitable for proving uniqueness for our automati ontrol problem, wherewe just automatially at on the boundary. Indeed, uniqueness remains open. However,using also the uniqueness result of Otto, we prove in this paper a omparison resultfor the solutions of the �ltration problem (without automati ontrol). This result isalso interesting by itself, and, together with a order preserving property of the Preisahoperator, leads to the remark that a maximal solution of the automati ontrol problem,as well as a minimal solution, an not exist. That is, for every possible set of morethan one solutions, the orresponding funtions f , as well as the orresponding reservoirsevolutions h, must transversally interset in�nitely many times. Hene, one an onludethat, at least for small times, the behaviors of solutions are \essentially the same". Thisargument is desribed in Setion 4.In Setion 5 we address the asymptoti problem when the Preisah operator \on-verge" to a single relay, i.e. when the measures entering in the de�nitions of the Preisahoperators onverge to a Dira measure. This also may in some sense justify the use ofthe Preisah operator instead of the single relay, in order to have an approximation withmore regularity. However, the good limit hysteresis relation is in this ase a generaliza-tion (a sort of onvexi�ation) of the delayed relay, i.e. a swithing rule whih also allowsoutput's values in the whole interval [�1; 1℄. That is what in Visintin [19℄ is alled theomplete delayed relay.In Setion 6, we study an optimal ontrol problem. The idea is to fore f to stay aslose as possible to a desired behavior. To do that, we probably have to frequently hangethe monotoniity of the level of reservoir, whih is not so desirable. Hene we introduea ost funtional whih takes aount of the \distane" of f from the desired behaviorand the total variation of the levels. What is natural to suppose be at our disposal is thehoie of the hysteresis relationship in the automati ontrol law. In partiular, this isexploited by hoosing the measure whih enters in the de�nition of the Preisah operator(i.e. the weight of all delayed relays). We an prove that, among a rather general set ofmeasures, there exists a minimizing for the ost funtional. The proof makes also use ofthe geometri interpretation of the evolution in the Preisah plane. An optimal ontrolproblem for a partial di�erential equation with Preisah hysteresis feedbak law, wherethe aim is to optimally hoose the hysteresis, is also studied in Friedman-Ho�mann [10℄(see also Brokate-Friedman [6℄). Up to our knowledge, this is one of the few times thatsuh a kind of optimization problem is mathematially addressed. Looking to appliationsand to engineering literature, where, for automatially ontrolling mehanial systems, anarti�ial hysteresis is sometimes added (see for instane Tao-Kokotovi� [18℄, Hespanha-Liberzon-Morse [15℄), it seems that more e�ort should be done in that diretion.Finally, for the mathematial model of hysteresis and their analysis, espeially inonnetion with partial di�erential equations, we refer the reader to the book by Visintin[19℄ (see also the referenes therein).
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